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Fourier analysis, using the atomic trajectory calculated by molecular dynamics simulation at 300 K, is applied
to the study of low-frequency phonons of guanine dihydrate. The vibrational modes of guanine bases are
analyzed, and the optically active modes associated with the guanine moieties are extracted. There are a few
significant peaks in the low-frequency region. A possible assignment of the Raman active mode near 27
cm-1, whose origin would be common to the S-mode of DNA double helices, is discussed.

Introduction

Hydration water dynamics are of interest in connection with
their contribution to the functional structures of biomolecules.1,2

In the cases of hydrates, phase transitions are often caused by
changes in the crystal water amount.3 We are able to obtain
information how hydration water affects structures of molecules
and molecular assemblies, if the details of the phase transitions
become clear. The phenomena have also been studied for the
practical purpose of controlling transformations during the
manufacture or storage of pharmaceuticals.4 Phase transitions
are investigated by spectroscopic measurements, thermal meth-
ods, and crystallographic analysis. Phonon analysis based on
vibrational spectroscopy and the neutron inelastic scattering
method is one of the most effective techniques.

The water content of nucleoside and nucleotide hydrates is
known to be dependent on the relative humidity of the crystal
environment.5 On the other hand, the effects of water content
on the structures of molecules and molecular assembly have
remained somewhat unclear for a long while. Our group has
been investigating the humidity-dependent phase transitions of
nucleoside and nucleotide hydrates, such as disodium adenosine
5′-triphosphate (Na2ATP),6–8 guanosine,7,9 and disodium cytidine
5′-monophosphate (Na2CMP),10 through crystallographic and
thermodynamic analyses, nuclear magnetic resonance, and
vibrational spectroscopy. These phase transitions were found
to be accompanied by characteristic changes in the low-
frequency Raman spectra.7 The Raman spectra of the phonon
region observed at the phase transition of guanosine are shown
in Figure 1. A characteristic peak, several times stronger than
any of the other peaks, is present at 27 cm-1 for the dihydrate.
Upon transition to the anhydrous form, the lowest peak shifts
to 21 cm-1. It is at 32 cm-1 in the intermediate state M. There
exists a similar mode in the low-frequency Raman spectra of
the self-aggregate of guanosine, where planar tetramers of
guanine bases stack in head-to-tail arrangement, and of the self-
aggregates and crystals of nucleotides in which the base moieties
are stacked uniformly in a long-range pattern.11,12 It was
therefore proposed that the modes may originate from the motion
of bases stacked in a column and that shifts of this mode reflect

the change of intercolumn interaction accompanying the phase
transition. The origin of this peak is considered to be common
with that of the “S-mode” vibrational peak observed at ca. 20
cm-1 in the Raman spectra of DNA.12 The frequency of the
S-mode shifts in the A-B transition of DNA.13,14 Although it
has been shown that the S-mode is not the rigorous “soft
mode”14 that corresponds to the main pathway of the A-B
transition, the S-mode remains closely related to the A-B
transition.

In a preceding study,15 molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
of guanosine dihydrate were performed in order to gain further
understanding of the crystal dynamics and phase transitions of
crystalline nucleosides. The structure and dynamics of the
simulations are considerably accurate, as indicated by the good
correspondence between the simulated and experimental struc-
ture and Debye-Waller temperature factors (B-factors).16 In the
present study, Fourier analysis of atomic trajectories calculated
by MD simulations is conducted as a means of visualizing
molecular vibrations. The characteristic Raman mode in the
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Figure 1. Low-frequency Raman spectra of guanosine: (a) dihydrate,
(b) intermediate state M (ca. 1.2H2O), (c) intermediate state A′ (ca.
0.3H2O), and (d) anhydrate. S-mode-like phonons are indicated by
arrows. The regions indicated by asterisks are omitted because
spontaneous emissions were overlapped.
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20-30 cm-1 region is then examined in detail in an attempt to
assign the S-mode-like vibration.

The power spectrum of Raman scattering is equivalent to the
Fourier transform of the time correlation function of molecular
polarizability.17 By the Wiener-Khinchin theorem, the Fourier
transform of the time correlation function is identical to the
squares of the absolute values of Fourier coefficients. The
Raman spectrum can thus be calculated either by Fourier
transformation of the time correlation function of polarizability
or by direct Fourier transformation. However, a major obstacle
in the calculation of the Raman spectrum is the difficulty in
calculating polarizability, particularly in the case of phonon
modes. Prediction of the infrared absorption spectrum, by
contrast, is relatively straightforward, being calculable from the
dipole moment, which can be readily determined by quantum
chemistry.18 With the conventional assumption that the polar-
izability is a constant specific to the rigid molecular structure,
the change in polarizability should be proportional to the
translational and rotational motion of the molecule. The power
spectrum of Raman scattering is thus qualitatively predictable
by Fourier transformation of the time correlation function of
the motion of molecules and also by direct Fourier transforma-
tion or normal-mode analysis. However, normal-mode analysis
of low-frequency modes is no easy matter because of a large
anharmonicity effect. Fourier transformation of the time cor-
relation function is beyond the scope of the present study,
although such a refined analysis would provide a more quantita-
tive estimation of numerical error and line shape than direct
Fourier transformation.19 Direct Fourier analysis is therefore
employed here, focusing on the translation and rotational
movements of bases to which the S-mode is expected to be
related.

Theoretical Calculations

As the calculation conditions for the MD simulation have
been reported in detail,15 only the relevant conditions are briefly
mentioned here. Simulations are performed by use of the
AMBER 6 program20 with AMBER ff99 energy parameters21

and TIP3P water parameters.22 As the total electrostatic charge
of guanosine dihydrate is neutral, the particle-mesh Ewald
method23 is readily applicable to the calculation of electrostatic
interactions.

The space group of guanosine dihydrate is P21, and the unit
cell is composed of two asymmetric units, each of which
contains two guanosine molecules (GA and GB) and four water
molecules. The unit cell thus contains four guanosine molecules
(GA1, GB1, GA2, and GB2) and eight water molecules. GA1
and GA2, and GB1 and GB2, are correlated by 2-fold screw
axes. Figure 2 shows the four guanosine molecules in the unit
cell. GA and GB are stacked in an alternating inverse manner
to form columns along the c axis. Interbase hydrogen bonds
are formed along the b axis between GA1 and GA2 and between
GB1 and GB2.

The crystallographic unit cell in P21 symmetry with � angle
of 98.17° is replicated four, five, and eight times in the a, b,
and c directions, respectively, to form a parallelepiped with
initial coordinates and side lengths of 70.072, 57.510, and 53.264
Å (Figure 3). The X and Y axes of Cartesian coordinates are
oriented parallel to the crystallographic a and b axes, respec-
tively, and the Z axis is declined with respect to the c axis by
8.17°. The periodic boundary box contains 160 unit cells and
320 asymmetric units, constituting 640 guanine bases. After
energy minimization, the simulation is performed in time steps
of 0.5 fs for 2 ns at 300 K with a relaxation time of 0.5 ps. The

atomic trajectory is stored as a binary file and processed by
Fourier transformation at sampling intervals (∆t) of 5 fs.
Translocations of crystal water occurred at 700 ps in the MD
simulations.15 The trajectory between 450 and 650 ps (the
sampling period T of 200 ps) was therefore analyzed to avoid
the influence of translocation on the Fourier transformation, and
a total of 40 000 snapshots were taken.

The center of a base was defined as the simple average of
the atomic coordinates of all atoms of the base except hydrogen.
The orientation vectors V1, V2, and V3 are defined as shown
in Figure 2. Within error of 10°, V1 is parallel to the glycosidic
bond, and V2 is in the guanine base plane orthogonal to V1.
V1, V2, and V3 are approximately oriented in the X, Y, and Z
directions, respectively.

Figure 2. Four guanosine molecules (GA1, GB1, GA2, and GB2) in
the unit cell with the definition of orientation vectors. Green lines denote
hydrogen bonds between bases, and crystal water molecules are not
shown. Pink arrows denote unit vector V1 from center of N9, C8, N3,
and C4 to the center of N1, C5, and N7. Blue arrows denote unit vector
V2 from the center of N9, C8, N7, and C5 to the center of C2, N2, C3,
and C4. Black arrows denote vector V3, defined as V1 × V2. The
directions of V2 and V3 for GB are the inverse of those for GA in
Cartesian space, and the direction of V1 for GA1 and GB1 is the inverse
of that for GA2 and GB2.

Figure 3. Initial structure for MD simulation of guanosine dihydrate:
(A) viewed along the c axis and (B) viewed along the b axis. Periodic
boundary box indicated by the parallelogram is made of four, five, and
eight unit cells in the a, b, and c directions, respectively. Guanine bases
are shown as space-filling models (yellow, GA; orange, GA1 in the
first unit cell; CPK colors, GB), and other parts, including water
molecules (cyan), are shown as wire-frame models.
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A simple discrete Fourier transformation with respect to time
is then performed to give the Fourier coefficients ak(m) and
bk(m):

ak(m)) 2
N∑

j)0

N-1

Q(j∆t, m) cos (2πkj
N ) (1)

bk(m)) 2
N∑

j)0

N-1

Q(j∆t, m) sin (2πkj
N ) (2)

Here Q(j∆t,m) is the center or orientation vector of the base
numbered m at time t ) j∆t. The base number m is counted in
a repeat of sequence of GA1, GB1, GA2, and GB2. N is the
number of snapshots (40 000), and k is defined as an integer
denoting the frequency f (f ) k/T). The values of a0(m) and
b0(m) are zero since Q(j∆t,m) is defined as the deviation from
the time average. The power spectral density (PSD), Ik(m), is
defined as

Ik(m)) [ak(m)2+bk(m)2]/2 for k* 0 (3)

and the sum of Ik(m) is equal to the average of the square of
Q(j∆t,m) from Parseval’s theorem, which states that the power
computed in the domain of Fourier coefficients equals to the
power of the function before Fourier transformation:

1
N∑

j)0

N-1

Q(j∆t, m)2 )∑
k)1

N/2

Ik(m) (4)

Because the sampling period T (T ) N∆t) is 200 ps, the low-
frequency limit of the Fourier transformation is 1/200 ps-1 )
0.17 cm-1. Therefore, Fourier coefficients were calculated for
1/0.17 ) 6.0 points in the range of 1.0 cm-1 so that the
calculated PSD values were multiplied by 6.0 to express the
density of power in the range of 1.0 cm-1 correctly. PSD is
related to the more intuitive quantity of amplitude: half the
square of amplitude is equal to the power. For example, when
a vibrational amplitude of a center of base is 0.057 Å, the power
is 0.0572/2 ) 1.6 × 10-3 Å2. When a rotational amplitude of a
unit vector is 0.01 rad (0.57°), the terminal of the vector moves
with amplitude of 0.01 Å so that the power of the vibration of
the terminal is 0.012/2 ) 5 × 10-5 Å2.

The coefficients of ak(m) and bk(m) are processed further by
discrete Fourier transformation with respect to m to give the
Fourier coefficients aak,km, abk,km, bak,km, and bbk,km, which for
km * 0 are as follows:

aak,km
) 2

M ∑
m)0

M-1

ak(m) cos (2πkmm

M ) (5)

abk,km
) 2

M ∑
m)0

M-1

ak(m) sin (2πkmm

M ) (6)

bak,km
) 2

M ∑
m)0

M-1

bk(m) cos (2πkmm

M ) (7)

and

bbk,km
) 2

M ∑
m)0

M-1

bk(m) sin (2πkmm

M ) (8)

For km ) 0, aak,0 ) (1/M) ∑m)0
M-1 ak(m), abk,0 ) 0, bak,0 ) (1/M)

∑m)0
M-1 bk(m), and bbk,0 ) 0. Here km denotes the wavenumber

and 1/λ ) km/M (M ) 640), where λ is the wavelength in units
of sequential numbers of bases in the boundary box. The PSD,
Ik,km, for vibration with k and km is calculated as follows:

Ik,km
) (aak,km

2 + abk,km

2 + bak,km

2 + bbk,km

2)/4 for km * 0

(9)

Ik,km
) (aak,km

2 + bak,km

2)/2 for km ) 0 (10)

Fourier analysis was performed with the simulated trajectory
of atomic coordinates. Similar analyses can be performed with
the atomic velocity, which is a time derivative of coordinates,
such that the Fourier transformation of velocity should give
similar results with larger PSD at higher frequencies. Preliminary
calculations indicated that the Fourier transform of velocity is
much noisier for the low-frequency vibrations considered in this
paper, and thus the trajectory of atomic coordinates was used
throughout the present investigation.

Results

Average Power Spectrum Density of Translational and
Rotational Movements of Base Moieties. Figure 4 shows the
average PSDs, ∑m)0

M–1 Ik(m)/M, for vibration of the center of nine

Figure 4. Average PSD spectra of translational vibrations of the base
center of GA (solid lines) and GB (dotted lines) along the X, Y, and Z
directions. PSDs decrease monotonically with increasing frequency
beyond 100 cm-1 with some numerical noise.
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atoms (N1, C2, N3, C4, C5, C6, N7, C8, and N9) of bases GA
and GB. The PSDs of the X and Y vibrations of GA and GB
are somewhat different, whereas the Z vibrations of GA and
GB are almost identical.

Figures 5–7 show the average PSDs for the rotational
vibration of the orientation vectors. The PSDs decrease mono-
tonically at frequencies greater than 500 cm-1 with some
numerical noise. PSDs for the V1 Y and V2 X components are
almost identical, representing the same in-plane twist of guanine
bases. There is a similar identity between V2 Z and V3 Y and
between V1 Z and V3 X. Therefore, the analysis of rotational
vibration can be restricted to the in-plane twist of bases (V1
Y), the hinge motion of the vector of the glycosidic bond in the
Z direction (V1 Z), and the screw rotation around the glycosidic
bond (V2 Z).

The spatial distribution of vibration phases can be depicted
by extracting phases from the Fourier coefficients ak(m) and
bk(m). Figure 8 shows the phase distributions for the translational
vibrations of the center at 30 cm-1 and for rotational vibrations

of the orientation vectors at 40 cm-1 within the periodic
boundary box. Figure 8 (Z) demonstrates that there is a
longitudinal wave whose wavelength is approximately 16 bases
along the column direction (eight unit cells along the c axis).
The vibration of V2 Z has a wavelength of approximately two
bases. The bases of GA and GB stack alternatively along the Z
direction; therefore the phase difference between GA and GB
is 180°. Because the direction of V2 for GB is the reverse of
that for GA (Figure 2), the phase difference of 180° for V2 Z
indicates that the rotational directions of GA and GB around
the glycosidic bonds are the same.

The phase distribution along the column direction is analyzed
by use of an integer s denoting the sequential base number in
a column. Figure 9 shows the wavenumber-frequency plots,
which would correspond to the neutron inelastic observations
for the directions of c*. Figure 9 (X) and (Y) correspond to the
transverse waves, whose vibrational directions are along the a
and b axes, respectively, and the propagative direction is along
the c* axis. Figure 9 (Z) is the longitudinal wave along the c*

Figure 5. Average PSD spectra for the rotational vibrations of bases,
V1 X, V1 Y, and V1 Z. The spectra of GA and GB are shown as solid
and dotted lines, respectively. The PSD of V1 X is very small because
vibration of the unit vector cannot occur parallel to the direction of the
vector itself.

Figure 6. Average PSD spectra for the rotational vibrations of bases,
V2 X, V2 Y, and V2 Z. The spectra of GA and GB are shown as solid
and dotted lines, respectively. The PSD of V2 Y is very small because
vibration of the unit vector cannot occur parallel to the direction of the
vector itself.
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axis. The slope of the curve of frequency versus ks in Z is steeper
than those in X and Y. A peak appears near 30 cm-1 in Figure
9 (Z), with ks of 1 (λs ) 16, k ) c*/8), where ks and λs denote
the wavenumber and wavelength in the column direction,
respectively. This peak corresponds to the wave demonstrated
in Figure 8 (Z).

The collective motions of atoms, vibrational waves, and the
phonon dispersion along the c* axis are shown in Figures 4–9.
The information pertains to the motion of atomic nuclei and
thus contributes to a more comprehensive understanding of
phonons observed by neutron inelastic scattering.

The X, Y, Z vibrations of centers in guanosine molecules and
ribose moieties were also investigated in the same manner (data
not shown). The spectra for guanosine are very similar to those
for the guanine moieties. Similar Fourier analysis of water
molecules produced no clear spectrum for water vibration,
indicating that the water motion is too large to be expressed as
a harmonic vibration around the average positions.

Optically Active Phonon Modes. The vibrational modes
shown in Figure 9 are the averages among the columns and

thus represent mixtures of phonon modes. As the wavelength
of light is much longer than the lattice size, the optically active
modes that can interact with light are expected to be related to
the vibration waves in that the optically equivalent molecules
have identical phases in all the unit cells.24,25 Therefore only
the vibrations with km ) 0, M/2 (i.e., 320), or M/4 (i.e., 160)
are optically active, considering that four bases (GA1, GB1,
GA2, and GB2) form the unit cell. When km is zero, λ is infinite
and all bases have the same phase of vibration. When km is
320, the wavelength spans two guanine bases (λ ) 2) such that
the phases of all GA bases should be the same and those of all
GB bases should be the same, as shown in Figure 10. When km

is 160, the wavelength spans four guanine bases (λ ) 4) and
the respective phases of all bases (GA1, GB1, GA2, and GB2)
are the same in each group of bases. GA1 and GA2 move in a
reciprocal manner, as do GB1 and GB2. However, GA1 and
GB1 can move either in phase or in the opposite manner,
and thus the mode with km of 160 is divided into 160A (GA1
and GB1 move reciprocally) and 160B (GA1 and GB1 move
in phase). From the Fourier transform of eqs 5–8, the vibrations
with km of 0, 160, and 320 are presented with a constant, cos
(2π 160m/640) and sin (2π 160m/640) and cos (2π 320m/640)
and sin (2π 320m/640), respectively. The mode with km ) 320
has only a single degree of freedom, cos (2π 320m/640), because
sin (2π 320m/640) should be zero for any m. In contrast, the
mode with km ) 160 has two degrees of freedom (A and B)

Figure 7. Average PSD spectra for the rotational vibrations of bases,
V3 X, V3 Y, and V3 Z. The spectra of GA and GB are shown as solid
and dotted lines, respectively. The PSD of V3 Z is very small because
vibration of the unit vector cannot occur parallel to the direction of the
vector itself.

Figure 8. Phase distribution of the vibrations within the periodic
boundary box. The vibrations of X, Y, and Z coordinates at 30 cm-1

(left) and V1 Y, V1 Z, and V2 Z components at 40 cm-1 (right) are
shown. Base moieties are drawn as space-filling models, and other parts
including water molecules are drawn as wire-frame models. The phase
angles are indicated by hues of bases. The index between phase angles
and colors is shown at the top.
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described by two independent functions, cos (2π 160m/640) +
sin (2π 160m/640) and cos (2π 160m/640) - sin (2π 160m/
640).

Figure 11 shows a schematic of the motion in the optically
active Z vibration mode. The motion in the optically active X

and Y vibration modes can be drawn similarly. Figures 12–14
show the motion in the optically active rotational modes, which
are more complicated than the mode in Figure 11.

The calculated PSDs of these modes are shown in Figures
15 and 16. The X and Y translational modes with km ) 320,
which maintain the relative position of the hydrogen-bonded
bases, can be identified in the spectrum. The absence of a PSD
peak in the frequency region corresponding to V1 Y in Figure
16 indicates that X and Y vibrations with km ) 320 represent
pure translations of the rigid body of the hydrogen-bonded bases
with no rotation. The hydrogen-bonded GA1 and GA2 bases
move in the inverse direction to GB1 and GB2 in the X and Y
vibrations with km ) 320. The PSD spectra are broad because
the potential surface is shallow and wide for large rigid bodies.
Z vibration with km ) 160B produces a large PSD peak
representing translation of the stacked bases in a direction
orthogonal to the base plane. The movement of a column of
GA1 and GB1 occurs in the reverse direction to that of a column
of GA2 and GB2 in this mode, representing out-of-plane
bending of the interbase hydrogen bonds.

The rotational vibration of V1 Z with km ) 0 occurs such
that the stacked bases remain parallel and the stacking distance
remains constant, producing a PSD peak in Figure 16. The
corresponding change of the Z translations with km ) 0 is seen
in Figure 15. V2 Z vibration with km ) 160A is the other
rotational vibration that maintains the parallelism of stacked
bases to produce a PSD peak. This mode accompanies out-of-
plane bending of the hydrogen bonds. The second mode of the
V2 Z vibration with km ) 160B corresponds to rotational
vibration in which the stacking distance changes, resulting in a
negligible PSD response in the frequency region shown in Figure
16.

Excepting the X, Y, and Z translations with km of 0, the
frequencies of which should be zero, 21 modes are expected.
However, only three vibrations, Y with km ) 320, Z with km )
160B, and V2 Z with km ) 160A, are clear in the calculated
PSD spectra. The X vibration with km ) 320 and the V1 Z
vibration with km ) 0 are split into several modes. Some of the
vibrations, such as X and Y translations with km ) 160A/B and

Figure 9. Wavenumber-frequency plots of vibrational waves X, Y,
and Z along the c* direction. The ks value corresponds to the
wavenumber that exists in the boundary box. The PSD values are
represented by colors in a logarithmic scale shown on the top bar.

Figure 10. Phase of motion in waves with km of 320 and 160A,B.
Ovals indicate the recurrence of bases, and displacements along the
vibrational coordinates in the three modes are shown schematically as
transverses.
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V1 Y rotation with any km value, accompany the stretching and/
or in-plane bending modes of hydrogen bonds, and their
frequencies would be much higher. The base and ribose moieties
of stacked molecules are hydrogen-bonded, and the Z vibration
with km ) 320 accompanies the hydrogen-bond stretching.16

The rotational vibrations involving changes in stacking distance
would also appear at higher frequency in the PSD spectra. Other
vibrations might be coupled with low-frequency intramolecular
modes, such as torsional vibrations around the glycosidic bonds
or the pseudorotational modes of ribose moieties. The base
motions illustrated in Figures 13 and 14 may split into several
modes.

Discussion

Although the humidity-dependent phase transitions of
nucleoside and nucleotide crystals were identified through
gravity measurements soon after discovery of the A-B
transition of DNA,5 the details of the transitions have yet to
be clarified in detail. Our group has therefore investigated
the phase transitions of nucleoside and nucleotide hydrates
by crystallographic analysis and Raman spectroscopy.6–10 It

was revealed that characteristic shifts of the low-frequency
Raman modes occurred.

Clarification of the experimentally detected vibrations requires
the assignments. However, in the study of crystalline organic
molecules, the theoretical assignment of low-frequency spectra
is relatively difficult except in cases of simple or rigid molecules.
In all other cases, several intramolecular vibrations are typically
present in the low-frequency region, and couplings between
intermolecular and intramolecular vibrations need to be taken
into account. Anharmonic effects can also complicate normal-
mode analysis. The Fourier analysis of atomic trajectories
calculated by MD calculations introduced in the present study
allows these molecular vibrations to be visualized without the
complications.

The results shown in Figures 4–9 clarify the collective motion
of atoms, vibrational waves, and dispersion of phonons in the

Figure 11. Schematic illustration of Z vibrations with km ) 0, 160A,
160B, and 320. Molecular motion is depicted by arrows, and guanine
bases and riboses are denoted by solid and open ovals, respectively.
Hydrogen bonds between base pairs forming the base layer are denoted
by thick solid black lines.

Figure 12. Phase of motion of optically active V1 Y vibration. The
directions of the X and Y axes are depicted by arrows at the upper left
corner. The motion of V1 vector, rotating to the Y direction, is depicted
by an arrow. GA1 and GB1, and GA2 and GB2, are respectively stacked
in three-dimensional space. The mode with km ) 160 consists of two
kinds of motion.

Figure 13. Phase of motion in optically active V1 Z vibration. Four
molecules in a unit cell are viewed along the Y direction, and the
motions in each mode are indicated by arrows.
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guanosine dihydrate crystal. This information is expected to
contribute to a comprehensive understanding of phonons
observable by neutron inelastic scattering.

The optically active modes assigned to the motions of bases
were picked up by further discrete-Fourier transformation
with respect to m. Three types of vibrations were identified:
Y translation with km ) 320 (35-45 cm-1), Z translation with
km ) 160B (ca. 25 cm-1), and V2 Z rotation with km ) 160A
(ca. 37 cm-1). X translation with km ) 320 and V1 Z rotation
with km ) 0 were split into several modes. Considering the
good correspondence between the simulated and experimental
temperature factors,15 which is in close relation with phonons,
the atomic trajectories determined through the simulations
are expected to be reliable. The translational vibration of
stacked bases in the direction orthogonal to the base plane
(Z with km)160B), the translational vibrations where the
stacked bases slide to the opposite sides along the short axes
(X with km ) 320), and the rotational vibration where the
hydrogen-bonded bases rotate to the opposite sides (V1 Z
with km ) 0) are likely candidates for the characteristic
Raman mode observed at 27 cm-1. The space group of
guanosine dihydrate is P21; then km of 0 and 320 belong to
representation A and km of 160 belongs to representation B
of the crystal point group of C2. They would be distinguished
in polarized infrared or Raman spectra, although observation
of polarized spectra has not succeeded at present due to the
small crystal size. The origin of the low-frequency modes
of DNA has been discussed on the basis of both experimen-
tal14,27–30 and theoretical studies.31–34 However, a definitive
model for the S-mode has yet to be established. A series of
investigations of low-frequency Raman spectra of nucleoside
and nucleotide hydrates and self-aggregates indicated that
the origin of the characteristic Raman peak at 27 cm-1 of
guanosine dihydrate is closely related to that of the S-mode
of DNA.12 Therefore, the present analysis suggests that the
S-mode is attributable to one of the above-mentioned modes.

Although low-frequency vibrations provide valuable in-
formation on polymorphism and phase transitions, analysis

of such vibrations is difficult in organic crystals. However,
the present approach appears helpful for analysis of low-
frequency Raman spectra, as demonstrated for the case of
guanosine. It is suggested that only a few optically active
modes are described as pure translational or rotational
vibrations at 300 K.

Conclusion

The atomic motions of guanosine dihydrate were analyzed
by Fourier transformation of the atomic trajectory calculated
by MD simulations. The derived power spectrum is expected
to assist in the interpretation of neutron inelastic scattering.
With the analysis restricted to optically active modes, five
modes are clearly apparent in the calculated PSD spectra.
When the observed and calculated frequencies are considered,
the three modes producing a PSD response are suggested to

Figure 14. Phase of motion in optically active V2 Z vibration. Positive
and negative signs denote the motions orthogonal to the page.

Figure 15. PSD spectra of translational vibrations of bases with km of
0 (black), 160A (blue), 160B (green), and 320 (red). Smoothing is
applied over five contiguous points by use of the Stineman function.26

The PSDs of the X, Y, and Z with km ) 160A are very small compared
to the other modes and are hardly seen in these figures.
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be candidates for the S-mode, which reflects the change in
intermolecular interactions closely coupled with hydration.
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Figure 16. PSD spectra for orientation vectors of bases with km of 0
(black), 160A (blue), 160B (green), and 320 (red lines). Smoothing is
applied over five contiguous points by use of the Stineman function.26
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